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A Private Office Solution for Simplifying Business for
Independent Advisors
As an independent financial advisor, you know the challenges of running your own firm. Research. Portfolio
construction. Asset allocation and rebalancing. Reconciliation. Performance reporting. Tax optimization. You are
juggling everything—all while trying to build and maintain valuable, trusted relationships with your clients.

At Lindner Capital Advisors, we’ve been helping fee-based advisors build better, stronger, more efficient practices for
more than two decades. Of course, today’s challenges are different than challenges of yesterday. Industry analysts say
we’re in an “age of disruption.” At Lindner Capital Advisors, we view it as an “age of opportunity” filled with new
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technologies, a stronger focus on serving the client, and a new level of consumer awareness around investing—
including how assets are allocated, and in what they are invested.

Why Investors Choose Advisors that Utilize LCA
Our trusted advisors are able to offer their clients top investment options at a lower cost than the industry average—all while
having more time do what they do best: work with individual investors one-on-one to help build a better tomorrow. Learn
more about why investors choose LCA Advisors!

What's Your Number?
Did you know human beings are twice as concerned about avoiding losses as they are about achieving potential gains?

That’s one of the reasons humans tend to sabotage their own investing — selling when they get scared, missing the recovery,
and buying back in when the markets “feel safe” again.  Watch this video to learn more.

Get started today – click below to get your personal risk score.

Free Portfolio Risk Analysis

 

Business Growth

“Client experience.” It’s just two words, yet it encompasses so much. Communication. Choice. Service. Trust. And it sits at
the core of your ability to grow a successful practice, one client at a time.
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Advisory Services offered through Lindner Capital Advisors, Inc., 
A Registered Investment Advisor. 
600 Village Trace | Building 23 | Marietta, GA 30067 | Phone: (770) 977-7779
This is not an offer of sale of securities. All investing involves risk, and particular investment outcomes are not guaranteed. This website is for
informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell, a solicitation to buy, or a recommendation for any security, or an offer to

provide advisory or other services by Lindner Capital in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation, purchase or sale would be unlawful under the
securities laws of such jurisdiction. The information contained on this website should not be construed as financial or investment advice on any subject
matter.
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LEARN MORE>

Operational Support

We deliver hands-on operational support you need to succeed—while maintaining all the benefits of independence. Cut the
time and resources required to run your business to help you strengthen your relationship with every client.

LEARN MORE>



Back Office Technologies

We constantly research emerging technologies, as well as innovative tools and offer a full suite of options to you.

LEARN MORE>



Marketing Technologies

We make it our mission to tackle the research and analysis of emerging technologies so you can focus on your highest
priority: serving clients.

LEARN MORE>
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